
                       

Entrepreneurship Award Submission 2016

●Team Mission Statement: 

Please briefly indicate what you believe to be the "driving engine" of your team. Your mission 

should be clear and concise. It should represent to any reader exactly what your business plan 

strives to accomplish.

Our mission is to teach students how to be the leaders of tomorrow through their 

engagement in FRC; students gain practical experience in STEM, business, and mentoring 

activities.  As they learn, new students are encouraged to step up and gain responsibilities and new

leadership positions over time. Our team is run like a business, with detailed layouts of jobs 

including President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, and various subteam leaders and branch 

officers.  Our members learn to pass on information, communicate with a large team, write 

meeting agendas, schedule and document meetings, speak publicly, and demonstrate gracious 

professionalism in every aspect of their team interactions. Our members come out of FRobotics 

ready to be the next generation of business leaders.

●Team Origin: 

Please provide the date that your team formed, the location of your team, the current number of 

team members (highlighting any growth over past years) and describe the challenges the team had

to overcome in order to participate in FIRST events.

Team 4150 was founded in 2011 for the 2012 competition season, Rebound Rumble. Our 

original team consisted of twelve members, but has grown rapidly since.   Now in our fifth year, 

our  current team roster includes 52 involved student members.  Instead of focusing on STIMS 

registrations, we have been ensuring that our team engaged more during the season so that we 

have a greater number of active students.  In order to decrease the number of difficulties, we as a 

team make sure to document.  For instance, one of our biggest build season challenges came in 

2015, Recycle Rush.  We started to finish building the robot about a week earlier than most of our 

previous years. Due to the size limit restrictions being lifted in 2015, we built a tall and very robust

robot.  However, when the bot was finally weighed, we found it to be heavier than the allowed 

weight limit.  The team had to cut down the weight of the robot within a week, a feat that could 

only be accomplished by banding together and thoroughly communicating.  While sharing this 



story to other local teams, one team shared their habit of weighing the robot every Saturday 

morning during build season.  Since then, we have implemented that very system.   

●Organizational Structure: 

Please detail how the team is structured to 1) Raise funds; 2) Ensure funds are properly spent; 3) 

Find and engage sponsors; 4) Recruit team members/mentors for current & future seasons; 5) 

Ensure FIRST principles remain core to the team's efforts. Uploading an image of your team 

organizational chart below, will also satisfy this requirement.

This year we changed our team organizational chart to be aligned by function.  In our first 

four years we had only four officers, per our bylaws.  We have found that the four officers - 

President, Vice President, Treasurer, and Secretary - were not directly connected to functions of 

the team. So, this year the four officers created 5 other officer positions to fill by appointment. 

Those new positions are the head of each function of the team.  Those new officers are VP of 

Build, VP of Programming, VP of Game Strategy, VP of Outreach, and VP of Safety, and VP of 

Marketing.  Now our team leadership is arranged by function so that the subteams and their 

leaders can report up through an officer level “VP.”  This allows our officer meetings to always be

tying back to how things are actually going to get done under each VP.  

Doubling the size of the officer pool has created challenges, primarily in group decision making.

 The mentors ran a personality survey test for us based on the Belbin Nine Roles test, and using 

that as a tool, we learning about getting along with each other better based on our temperaments. 

●Relationships: 

Please detail team efforts to specifically engage, inspire, educate and retain 1) Team members; 2) 

Mentors; 3) Sponsors/Community.

With our team growing so quickly, we used to have trouble fully engaging all members.  In 2015, 

66% of new member recruits who originally showed interest failed to finish the season because 

they were no longer interested in the team. The leadership team addressed the problem with a very 

well-planned new hire training seminar. The off-site meeting was part social, part training, and 

part FIRST core value team building, and the result has been that our Freshman team of 2016 is 

the most involved, motivated crop of new “hires” in our five-year history, and nearly all of them 

have stayed on our team. We are currently sharing our strategy with other FIRST teams so they 

can implement their own versions of this very effective idea.

We have worked on as a team on two main service projects the past few years. At the Relay for 

Life, we raise money for cancer research and showcase our robot to the community by leading the 

opening lap. During build season each year we run a food drive and supply volunteers to our local 

food pantry as needed. In the middle school, the teachers have tapped into our experience to help 



them when they need volunteers for special projects such as a robotics competition or a 

programming challenge. We are well known in the community as STEM enthusiasts and experts 

and have run many seminars for students at the local library and at all the elementary schools in 

our district. 

●Deployment of Resources: 

Please detail how the resources of your team (Financial or otherwise) have been deployed to 1) 

Engage the community to spread the message of FIRST; 2) Inspire others to get involved so that 

FIRST continues to grow; 3) Ensure all team members get the most out of their FIRST experience.

(1600 characters allowed, including spaces and punctuation)

Our STEM outreach strategy primarily involves working with younger students.  The 

outreach team regularly contacts Middle School and Elementary school science teachers, local 

librarians and organizations like the Steel City Robotics Alliance for opportunities to participate.

  The marketing team offers robot demos and talks to groups in every sponsor presentation they 

give.  When interacting with younger students, team members always take the teachable moment, 

talking about engineering, uses of robots in the military, or personal stories about what they plan to

do in college.  I have even seen them employ a mini quadcopter drone in their very hands-on 

presentations to engage students and keep interest.

Metrics are a very important part in understanding our actions and driving future behavior.

 This year, our outreach VP has put in place a system to collect man-hour data from each event we 

attend.  In a similar fashion, the safety team is collecting metrics on any injury, and the build team 

continues to calculate student and mentor effort expended on the build process.   After each 

season, we have a feedback and debriefing where we can formally discuss team dynamics as well 

as put future changes into place. 

●Future Plans: 

Please indicate specific plans the team has for the next 3 years in regards to sponsorship, team and 

community outreach (including helping FIRST grow) and detail how you expect to be able to 

accomplish these goals.

(1600 characters allowed, including spaces and punctuation)

We plan to increase our multi-year pledges of support by making relationship building 

with those key sponsors more of a  priority through sponsor-open houses and focused newsletters.

 We have deemed multi-year sponsorships and sponsor relationships the key to successful 

fundraising year after year.

We plan to continue our relationship with FLL team 16435, and through our middle 



school, hope to start another.

We plan pull in a sister team in a less fortunate community.  Initially we will start with 

social events and open houses, and identify key teachers to approach with help of building the next

FRC team.

We plan to diversify our team more by reaching out to our large Vocational Technical 

community, our business students who don’t realize how much they could contribute, and our 

female students though our very supportive principal.  One plan is to hold a Vo Tech open house. 

Another is to partner with the Future Business Leaders club. 

We would like to make it possible to have a letter in Robotics at our school, increasing our

visibility and rewarding student effort.

●Financial Statement: 

Please include information on team finances (include financial statement detailing income and 

expenditures). Uploading an image of your team financial plan below, will also satisfy this 

requirement.

2015 Season Income Expense Sheet

INCOME: $7890

Sponsorships:  $6395

Donations: $945

Cash Fundraiser: $550

EXPENSES: $6279

Registration Fees: $5100

Parts: $1084

Supplies: $80

Marketing: $238

●Risk Analysis: 

Please describe the team's risk mitigation plan. Present a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, 

Opportunities, and Threats) analysis or narrative that describes the team plan to identify and 

respond to sustainability threats.

(1600 characters allowed, including spaces and punctuation)



Team 4150, FRobotics, of Franklin Regional school district in Murrysville, PA is in its 

fifth competition season and is focusing on maturing little by little every year as a team.  

Strengths: 

-High community visibility through high school affiliation 

-Year-over-year student membership growth

-Many non-parent mentors (creating consistent leadership)

-High percentage of STEM career parents in school population

-Increased local ‘coopetition’ 

-Enthusiastic student membership

Weaknesses: 

-Low return rate of first year students

-Typically underfunded

-Lack of long term financial sponsor

-No dedicated long term adult leader (lead by coalition)

-No formal budgeting process

-No formal financial reporting process

-Most fundraising activity occurs during build season

-Only going to one regional per year

Opportunities:

-Untapped potential in Vocational Education partnership (machining, CAD, robotics)

-Large student interest every year makes for large potential for FLL teams and FTC team to keep 

more students engaged

-More complete integration into school system could create a wider robotics platform

-Help create ‘sister’ FRC team in another school district

Threats:

-Workshop space situation change

-Adult leadership turnover/inconsistency

-Team doesn’t fundraise enough to seed the following season

-Team could spread itself too thin with ambitious five year plan


